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Jungfraujoch, 3580 m a.s.l.
• GAW station
• Few local emissions
• Good infrastructure
• Free troposphere
• Aged aerosol
• 40% cloud occurrence
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JFJ is ideal for in-cloud studies

Final Draft IPCC 2013 Report (7-40):
“….The magnitude of aerosol-cloud related
forcing rests mostly on dynamical factors
such as turbulent strength and entrainment
that control cloud condensate, and a few key
aerosol parameters such as aerosol number
concentration and size distribution, and to a
much lesser extent, composition.”
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* mixing of dry environmental air into a
preexisting cloud, leading to a partial
evaporation of cloud droplets

Cloud Droplets
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CLACE: Aerosol Activation Studies at JFJ

The ambient peak supersaturation (SSpeak) at the initial point of cloud formation (cloud base)
is difficult/impossible to probe directly!
Our indirect approach:
1. Isolate the activated aerosol fraction at JFJ (SMPS total/interstitial)
2. Examine the aerosol activation behavior “in the lab” (CCNC)
3. Retrieve SSpeak that explains the activated aerosol fraction found at JFJ
4. Compare the retrieved SSpeak with modeled SSpeak, to find out about the meteorological
conditions at cloud base

Cloud and Aerosol Characterization Experiments (CLACE)
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The activated fraction is an important parameter
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Ambient peak supersaturation
• topography at the north of
the JFJ is steeper
 higher cooling rates
 higher supersaturations
• topography at the south of
the JFJ is smooth resulting
in a lower cooling rate due
to lower updraft velocities
Picture: Chris Hoyle
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What else is different between NW and SE?
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Does SSpeak correlate with updraft velocity?
What’s the correct proxy for the updraft at cloud base?
The local vertical wind component likely isn’t…
We assume
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• Streamlines are parallel to the terrain
(in the lowest layer)
• No convergence present from cloud
base up to the JFJ
• Inclination angle at JFJ is ≈0°

wact

α

Assumptions:
Vh,JFJ

wact = tan (α )Vh,JFJ
Hammer et al., ACP 2014, in press

Does SSpeak correlate with updraft velocity?

• It is difficult to per se interpret the scatterplot updraft vs SSpeak
• We need a box model
Hammer et al., ACP 2014, in press

Cloud Parcel Model ZOMM
Zurich Optical and Microphysical Model
• Input:
–
–
–
–

Dry aerosol size distribution
Hygroscopicity parameter (κ; Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007)
Total initial water vapor content
Air mass trajectory (temperature, pressure)

JFJ
Cloud Base
Great Aletsch glacier

Kleine Scheidegg
Luo et al., GRL 2003

Example of an air mass trajectory
Assumptions
•

wet=6

K/km,

dry=

9.81 K/km

Latent heat release to the
system  slower cooling

Effective peak supersaturation

• We see some relationship between updraft velocity and SSpeak

Modeled vs Measured Cloud Droplet/Residual Number Concentration

• Overestimation of the modeled NCD
for CLACE2010 was observed
while using retrieved wact values as
input parameters for the updraft
velocity

• A better agreement was found for
CLACE 2011

Updraft velocity

Turbulence matters

Peak supersaturation

•

The model generally overestimates the effective peak supersaturation at a given
updraft velocity

•

Our estimate of the updraft velocity via JFJ wind measurements potentially
overestimates the true updraft velocity at cloud base (higher windspeed at JFJ
compared to cloud base due to convergence)

•

Input aerosol size distribution has only minor effect on model curve

•

The increasing spread in observed SSpeak with increasing updraft velocity is
most likely due to an increase in the variability of the wind velocity at higher wind
speeds  Turbulence
Hammer et al., ACP 2014, in press

Investigation of Turbulence
Sinus to temperature  determines cooling rate

f (t ) = A ⋅ sin (ωt + ϕ )

• Amplitude (A): 0.02 K
• Frequency (ω): 0.88 s-1
• Phase angle (ϕ): 0

Conclusions
• Retrieving information on cloud base conditions from in-situ measurements is
complex
• Cloud base conditions at JFJ are clearly different for wind from NW and SE
• Minor influence of aerosol hygroscopicity (~constant), moderate influence of
number size distribution, strong influence of updraft velocity
• The first ZOMM box model runs show fairly good agreement between the modeled
NCD and measured NCR
• Modeled activated number concentration is influenced by updraft velocity to a large
extent.
• Turbulence matters
Outlook
• Improvement of the model updraft velocity (varying input parameter)
• Improvement of the input aerosol size distribution.
• Sensitivity analysis: The sensitivity of the modeled activated fraction to the aerosol
properties and wind fields will be investigated in more detail.
• JFJ results as input for cloud models

What are we really trying to model?
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CLACE2014: Jan/Feb 2014
Advanced investigation of cloud-aerosol interactions in ice clouds and mixed
phase clouds at the Jungfraujoch and Kleine Scheidegg
NEW: Additional upwind measurements at Schilthorn

Kleine Scheidegg / Lauterbrunnen Valley
Lidars (ETHZ, EPFL, U of Manchester)
Radar

Schilthorn
U of Manchester:
SMPS
APS
WIBS-4
AMS (probably)
Filters?
Gas phase instruments
Basic met

Jungfraujoch
Ice Selective Inlet (PSI, KIT)
HOLIMO, PINC (ETHZ) ?
Snow deposition (Hebrew U of Jerusalem)
SP2 (PSI)
Routine Aerosol Measurements (PSI, Empa)
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Thank you for your
attention!

